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Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Hardcover Pages Number: 430 Language: Simplified
Chinese Publisher: China Union Medical University Press; 1st edition (January 1. 2003). Chronic renal
failure is common to endanger people's health and life. In recent years. due to the secondary
nephropathy. such as II diabetes mellitus. older kidney disease. such as the incidence of an increase.
the incidence of chronic renal failure there is an upward trend. a few years ago the United States.
for example. an annual increase of about 10%. In 1995. the country's advanced dialysis patients was
304 000. a year's treatment costs about U.S. $ 13 billion. compared with $ 14.45 billion in 1998.
China's population more than the United States. and so on. the seriousness of the problem. one can
imagine. In the 1970s. the human awareness of the disease. the main stay in the observation and
pathological description of the clinical manifestations of the disease. in the treatment of
performance for the powerless to take so-called correct syndrome when entering end-stage renal
failure. renal replacement therapy. The late 1970s to early 1980s. human beings come to realize...
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This ebook is wonderful. It generally fails to price too much. Your lifestyle period will be transform as soon as you comprehensive reading this ebook.
-- O tho B er g str om-- O tho B er g str om

This is the very best pdf i actually have study right up until now. I could possibly comprehended almost everything using this created e book. Your daily life
span will be enhance as soon as you total looking over this publication.
-- Pr of . Johnson Ruther for d-- Pr of . Johnson Ruther for d
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